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Using a Thematic Approach
in the Online Space

Integration
integration can occur:
Across languages;
Across curriculum areas;
Across strands - Oral Language, Reading, and
Writing (PLC, p8).

Choosing a Theme/Topic/Big Idea is a useful way to
bring many subject areas together and facilitates
cross-curricular learning.

Cross-curricular Learning
Cross-curricular learning Involves establishing the
links between subjects.

Disciplinary Literacy
Disciplinary literacy involves learning the language
for a subject, for example, the scientific language
involved in writing an experiment differs from writing
a recipe.

For example, using an historical report to teach
'Purpose, genre and voice' in reading (L.O.7 PLC) or
Looking and Responding in Visual Arts to develop
critical thinking and oral language.

When choosing
a theme...

1. What language concepts,
skills and dispositions will
children learn within this
theme?
2. What historical, STEM,
artistic, geographical skills
will they develop?

inclusion

'the process of varying content, activities,
teaching, learning, methods and resources to take
into account the range of needs, interests and
experiences of individual students’ (NCCA, 2007,p.8).

A teacher who uses
an inclusive
approach to
instruction becomes
both a facilitator
and collaborator.

Integration
allows
teachers more
flexibility in
preparing for
teaching and
learning.

critical literacy

In today’s world, it is vital for children to be critically literate.
Can children identify various perspectives and biases in a text?
Can children challenge the ideas in a text?
Can the children analyse who and what the texts represent?
Can the children produce texts using alternative perspectives, that challenge
the norm, or that explore underrepresented voices?

engagement, motivation and choice

Graphic organisers
can support the
thematic approach
to teaching and
learning.
PDST Graphic organiser
booklet

Genuine choice allows the children the control to direct
their own learning and greatly increases motivation and
engagement. Engagement is high attention and high
commitment.
PDST literacy development Booklet

Transfer of skills

An féidir liom aon scil/toradh foghlama a
mhúineadh trí mhéan na Gaeilge?
How can I integrate Gaeilge and/or other
languages into my theme/topic/Big Idea?

Collaboration

collaborative learning can take place when students work
together in pairs or small groups or when students work
collaboratively with the teacher to solve problems.
how can children collaborate online?
how Can children collaborate at home?

Visit www.PDST.ie for more support
@PDSTLiteracy @PDSTGaeilge
#ReadyForRemote

